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Introduction- Maritime Security

Where are We?

- Regulating and protecting the maritime domain.
- Shipping share
- Visibility at the IMO and other UN agencies
Marsec Challenges

- Terrorism
- IUU
- Securing the critical corridor
- The Region Geopolitical situations
- Illegal immigration and Human trafficking
- Smuggling, cyber attack
- Environment pollution
The DCOC(JA) structure
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The WG2

Coordination of Capacity building

- Identification and prioritizing of Needs (through Matrix)
- Resource mobilization
- Seeking Tech assistance
- Coordination with FoDCoC
The Matrix

- 342 total input
- 140 high priority
- What is required???
Academies, Researchers
Regional Org
NGO’s
UN Agencies,
Governments
Substantial Contributors
Involved
Low
Friends of DCOC and Access to Matrix

- Work Closely on Maritime Security
- Be in Green to have free access to Matrix
- Nominate Coordinator
The following are the suggested areas for immediate technical assistance:

– Conducting Assessments for NMISCs
– Development of DCoC RMS Risk Register
– Tracking for small vessels and non-SOLAS vessels
– Re-establishing REMISC in Aden (Yemen)
– Resources mobilization through the DCoC Trust Fund
– Communication Strategy
– Development of Regional Training Plan for the DCoC.
– CB Matrix Needs and priorities